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ABSTRACT
The ability of several speaker normalization procedures to
preserve differences in phonetic quality of vowels from speakers
with a different regional accent is evaluated. Also, different ways
to represent vowels are compared: F1 vs. F2 in Hz, and F1 vs. F2’
in hertz as well as in Bark. A combination of an extrinsic
normalization (Gerstman’s endpoint normalization) with raw F1

and F2 in hertz appears to be the most suitable approach for
acoustic description of  regiolectal and/or sociolectal variation in a
language.

1. INTRODUCTION
The current investigation serves as a pilot study for a larger
corpus-based project. In this project language variation is studied:
regional variation in the pronunciation of the phonemes of Dutch
in The Netherlands and Flanders will be described and compared
for 160 speakers.

One of the main goals of this project is the description of the
different vowel targets of the regional varieties of Dutch, using
phonetic transcription and acoustic measurements. We probably
will not be able to acoustically determine differences in vowel
targets directly, due to a great deal of speaker specific variance in
speech that may obscure the view of different phonetic qualities of
the vowels [1, 2]. In order to cope with this unwanted variation,
the speech material will be transformed by means of a speaker
normalizing procedure in order to eliminate all the unwanted
variation from the acoustic data.

The main objective of speaker normalization procedures is to
find a transformation of acoustic data points for sets of vowels of
different speakers. This will then eliminate all speaker specific
features of the signal, in which case all that remains is the
phonetic quality common to all speakers of a single language.

There are two main types of normalization procedures:
‘intrinsic’ and ‘extrinsic’ [3]. Extrinsic procedures aim at reducing
variance in the acoustic signal. (These could be applied for
example in automatic speech recognition (ASR), for the automatic
classification of vowels [4, 5, 6].) Extrinsic trans-formations
assume that a frame of reference is based on information
distributed across all vowels of a single speaker. Intrinsic methods
suggest that all information needed to successfully transform a
vowel is present in the vowel [7, 8]. Overlap in the vowel space is
seen as a result from “looking at the wrong two-dimensional
projection in the wrong space” [9]. These transformations perform
a nonlinear frequency warping transformation (e.g. hertz to Bark)
followed by a linear transformation.

In the past researchers have tried to evaluate the performance
of normalization procedures when trying to find phonetic

differences between vowel phonemes. Hindle [2] tried to reveal
effects of age grading on phonetic quality of the vowels of the
Philadelphia variety of American English with three extrinsic
procedures. Disner [10] evaluated phonetic differences between
the vowels of six Germanic languages and concluded that a
comparison can be done only on groups of speakers with a similar
phonological vowel system.

This research tries to evaluate the performance of speaker
normalization procedures for two same-gender groups of speakers
with a different regional background. We will make a comparison
of two intrinsic and three extrinsic methods, as well  as
combinations of these two types. A study of normalization methods
must consider how vowels are to be represented [11]. Therefore,
we will examine the potential of two different representations for
vowel quality: raw formant values as well as weighted
combinations of higher formants, in linear hertz and in
psychophysical Barks.

We expect that both intrinsic and extrinsic methods have
advantages and disadvantages. Disner found that some of the
extrinsic procedures she used were very effective in reducing
speaker-specific variance. This effectiveness has a downside:
maybe these procedures will be too effective in eliminating
variance and eliminate all speaker-specific information from the
signal, thus including the effect of the regional background on the
phonetic quality of the vowel.

Since no comparison of different intrinsic procedures has
been conducted yet, we can’t foresee how well they will perform
when they have to reduce speaker-specific variance. These
intrinsic transformations have to their advantage that they
incorporate knowledge about human vowel perception, so maybe
they are better able to mimic human behavior in this respect, and
perhaps perform somewhat as good as or better than the extrinsic
(mainly statistical) procedures.

2. METHOD
2.1. Speech material
The recordings used were available from a previous investigation
[12]. The vowel sets of two groups of female speakers with a
different regional accent were acoustically and perceptually
compared. Each group spoke a different variety of (regional)
standard Dutch. One group spoke approximately (Northern)
standard Dutch (NSD). The other group consisted of dialect
speakers from the southern Dutch town of Valkenburg (VBD), the
audibly different Southern approximation to NSD. There were 16
VBD speakers and 15 NSD speakers. Recordings were made of all
15 Dutch (monophthong and diphthongs vowels
(/i>/, /y>/, /u>/, /I/, /Y/, /ç/, /E/, /a¢/, /A/, /e¢/, /ø/, /o¢/, /Ei/, /øy/, /Au/),
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spoken in isolation. The diphtong /øy/ was not included in the
speech material available to us, however, it was present in the
corpus spoken in a /hVs/ context for each speaker, so this
occurrence of /øy/ was used (it was extracted from the context
with a waveform editor). The recordings were made on TDK 1EC1
Type I audiocassettes with a Neumann microphone on a Sony
TCD5M cassette recorder. The speech material was stored in the
computer with a sample frequency of 10 kHz.

2.2. Perceptual evaluation
Two phonetic experts independently judged all 899 vowels. For
each vowel token they judged its deviation from their (intuitive)
NSD norm on four vowel dimensions (height, backness, length and
diphtongization). The dimensions ranged from –2 to +2. If, for
instance, a vowel was heard to be too high, it was given a value –1
or –2, if it was too low the vowel’s height was rated at +1 or +2. If
the vowel’s height did not audibly deviate from the NSD norm at
all its height was labeled ‘0’.

2.3. Acoustic measurements
F0 and formants F1-F4 were measured at the intensity maximum.
The formants were measured by the Split Levinson algorithm.
Duration was measured in milliseconds. In order to quantify
degree of spectral change, (for diphtongs) formants were also
measured at a later point in time at 75% of the vowel duration (see
[ 13] for details).

2.4. Speaker normalization procedures and representations
In this study two ways of representing formant data will be
compared: the hertz scale and the Bark scale. The Bark scale has
to its advantage that it models the human auditory perception at a
cochlear level, which could theoretically be useful for the current
task. Since a Bark scale has been found to give no advantage over
a logarithmic hertz scale [14] log transformations were not
considered in this study.

We model vowel quality with two parameters, representing
the traditional height and backness dimensions. Height will be
represented by F1. Vowel backness, a complex dimension
differentiating [front, spread], [central, round] and [back, round] in
Dutch, was represented alternatively by raw F2 and by F2’, the
effective second formant (i.e. a weighted average of F2, F3 and F4,
which has been advanced as a superior representation of backness
[15].) All the presentations and normalization procedures and
combinations of both are listed and numbered in table 1 below.

Table 1. Overview of all transformations and normalization
procedures used.

 Representations 1 F1 and F2 in Hz
2 F1 and F2 in Bk,
3 F1 and F2` in Hz,
4 F1 and F2` in Bk

II Extrinsic 5 Gerstman * F1 and F2 in Hz,
6 Lobanov * F1 and F2 in Hz,
7 Nearey * F1 and F2 in Hz,

III Intrinsic 8 Hirahara and Kato,
9 Syrdal and Gopal,

IV Combinations 10 Gerstman * F1 and F2` in Hz,
11 Gerstman * F1 and F2` in Bk,

12 Lobanov * F1 and F2` in Hz,
13 Lobanov F1 and F2` in Bk,
14 Nearey * F1 and F2` in Hz,
15 Nearey * F1 and F2` in Bk

As stated above, we will compare three extrinsic procedures:
Gerstman’s, [4]), Lobanov’s [5], and Nearey’s [16], two intrinsic
procedures: Syrdal and Gopal [7] and Hirahara and Kato [8].
These five procedures will be applied to the F1-F2 data in hertz, in
Bark and on the F1-F2’ data in hertz and in Bark.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Perceptual evaluation

Based on the judgments of the experts some speakers were
excluded from further analysis. Three VBD speakers showed
systematically different behavior relative to the other VBD
speakers. Whenever the majority of thirteen speakers responded to
the same stimulus consistently with the same vowel, the minority
of three speakers responded a vowel with an undeniably different
phonetic quality. For example, when asked to produce an /E/
sound, the majority produced an open /æ/ whilst the minority
produced a closed /I/. One NSD speaker was excluded on the
grounds that (some of) her vowels were judged to deviate from the
NSD norm by more than one scale position along any combination
of the four auditory vowel dimensions. Overall, 118 of the 899
vowels were excluded from further analysis (including the whole
vowel sets of three VBD speakers and one NSD speaker).

Although one expert rater proved more sensitive to deviations
from the NSD norm than the other [13], there were virtually no
contradictions between the two, so that the mean judgments could
be used to characterize relative differences between the two
varieties as follows:
-  short vowels /E/ en /I/ are pronounced much more open in

VBD; this also goes for /Y/ (be it somewhat less)
- /A/ and /y>/ are more fronted in VBD
- short mid /ç/ is higher in VBD
- high vowels /i>, y>/ (but not /u>/) have a slightly longer duration

in VBD
- long mid vowels /e¢, ø¢, o¢/ are more monophtongized in VBD

than in NSD
- long mid vowels /e¢, ø¢/, and to a lesser extent /o¢/, have a higher

starting point in VBD; the same is true for /Ei/ and /øy/ but
not for /Au/

- VBD diphtongs /Ei/ and /øy/ (but not /Au/) do not glide as
much as their NSD counterparts.

Thus the expert’s findings are, if we look only at the non-
‘dynamic’ differences, that varieties have identical point vowels,
but differ audibly in some other vowels (/E/, /I/, /ç/, /A/, /y>/
and possibly /Y/). The dynamic differences in diphtongization will
not be dealt with explicitly in this paper, but we do realize that
they, too, play an important role in perceptually distinguishing
between the two varieties.

3.2. Acoustic analyses
A transformation preserves regional differences in phonetic quality
optimally when the following three conditions are fully met. First,
the procedure has to reduce variance within a variety and the
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between-group variance may not exceed the within-group variance.
Second, the procedure has to be able to classify individual vowels
correctly as spoken by a speaker of one of the
varieties. Moreover, the procedure has to reveal differences in
accordance with the perceptual findings and not produce artifacts:
vowels that are found not to differ in the two varieties should not
differ either after the transformation and vice versa).

To determine which method meets these conditions best, a
multivariate analysis of variance (Manova) and two linear
discriminant analyses (LDA) were run.

A Manova was run on formant data of the two varieties
separately with the intended vowel identity as a single 15-level
factor. The results are displayed in table 2.

Table 2. Hotelling’s approximate F-value for the 15
transformations (see table 1). Transformations’ rank order in

parentheses.
tr. NSD VBD tr. NSD VBD
1 232.1 (7) 396.4 (4)    9 22.3 (15) 30.7 (15)
2 33.7 (12) 41.0 (12)  10 274.6 (4) 361.8 (6)
3 192.5 (8) 266.1 (8)  11 28.3 (13) 37.9 (13)
4 60.1 (10) 158.4 (10)  12 237.0 (6) 388.7 (5)
5 347.4 (2) 500.6 (2)  13 60.1 (11) 158.4 (11)
6 412.6 (1) 602.3 (1)  14 241.0 (5) 355.8 (7)
7 290.1 (3) 414.6 (3)  15 74.9 (9) 160.0 (8)
8 26.8 (14) 33.9 (14)

In table 2 Hotelling’s approximate F value represents the between
: within variance ratio; the larger this ratio the more successful the
transformation has been in reducing speaker-individual variability.
The number in parentheses indicates the transformation’s rank
along the success scale. Taking the untransformed data (i.e.
number 1) as a baseline, only three procedures lead to a reduction
of the within-group variance in the VBD situation and six in the
NSD data set. Clearly, the extrinsic Gerstman and Lobanov
normalization of raw F1-F2 in Hz (5 and 6 in table I) are the most
successful methods. Combinations of extrinsic transformations
with F1 and F2’ in hertz are third and fourth. All other methods
perform poorer than no transformation at all. table 2 also shows
that the VBD baseline data (396.4) contain more variability than
the NSD data (baseline 232.1), possibly indicating greater
homogeneity in NSD group of speakers. This would also explain
why a greater relative reduction of variance is obtained with this
group (78%) than with the VBD group (52%) in the best
condition.

To assess the identifiability of the vowels of both varieties both
before and after normalization, a series of LDA’s was run on the
nine vowel types that are monophthongal by NSD norms. This
excludes the three so-called ‘real’ diphtongs /Ei/, /øy/ and /Au/ as
well as the three diphtongized long mid vowels /e¢/, /ø¢/ and /o¢/.
The analysis was repeated for the two varieties (NSD, VBD).
Mean percent correctly classified vowel type per transformation is
displayed in table 3.

The success of the various normalization procedures differs
widely. Taking the unnormalized condition (number 1) as the base
line there are six transformations that yield better results, both for
the NSD and the VBD groups. The greatest improve-ment in

percent correctly classified vowels (5 or 6%) is obtained by a
simple z-transformation on raw F1 and F2 in hertz (trans-formation
6). Although there is a high correlation between the correct
identification percentages in the NSD and VBD speaker groups,
there is no convergence for the second best procedure. Gerstman’s
endpoint normalization (transformation nr. 5) for F1 and F2 in hertz
ends up second for the VBD speakers, but has rank 6 for the NSD
group. Generally, the extrinsic methods proposed by Lobanov and
Nearey with F1 and F2 or F2’ in hertz are much better at reducing
the within-group variance than the intrinsic methods and the Bark-
transformations of the hertz values.

Table 3. Percent correctly classified vowel types by LDA for nine
monophtongs for both varieties, with transformations 1-15. (See

table 1).
tr.              NSD              VBD
1 82.47 (7) 88.41 (7)
2 48.21 (12) 48.50 (12)
3 78.80 (8) 86.70 (8)
4 66.14 (10) 74.25 (10)
5 85.26 (6) 93.99 (2)
6 87.65 (1) 94.42 (1)
7 86.85 (3) 93.56 (3)
8 46.86 (13) 44.05 (13)

  9 38.91 (14) 43.61 (14)
10 86.64 (5) 90.23 (6)
11 30.54 (15) 32.60 (15)
12 87.60 (2) 90.99 (5)
13 64.14 (11) 74.25 (11)
14 86.80 (4) 91.85 (4)
15 66.93 (9) 75.97 (9)

To quantify the extent to which each normalization procedure is
capable of revealing differences in accordance with our experts’
perceptual descriptions 15 LDA’s were performed, one per vowel
type. The LDA categorized each vowel token as belonging to
either VBD or NSD.

Table 3. Mean percents correct speaker group classification by
LDA across 5 ‘differing’ vowels and 10 ‘same’ vowels (see text).

tr. rank ‘differing’ tr. ‘same’ weight. class. error
1 ( 2) 77 1 69 20.3
2 (11) 68 2 70 24.0
3 ( 3) 74 3 68 20.7
4 (13) 67 4 71 24.7
5 ( 1) 74 5 65 18.7
6 ( 9) 78 6 73 22.7
7 (12) 77 7 75 24.3
8 ( 4) 65 8 64 21.0
9 ( 5) 62 9 63 21.3

10 ( 8) 74 10 70 22.0
11 ( 6) 68 11 66 21.3
12 ( 7) 72 12 68 21.3
13 (14) 68 13 71 24.7
14 (10) 78 14 73 22.7
15 (15) 67 15 73 26.3

The results are displayed in table 4 in two separate columns: one
column for the vowels that do differ between NSD and VBD (i.e.,
/A/, /E/, /i/, /ç/, /y>/) along the auditory dimensions of height and
backness (but not necessarily along the length and diphtongization
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dimensions), and another column for those vowels that do not
differ in terms of height and backness (i.e.,
/a>/, /o¢/, /Au/, /e¢/, /Ei/, /ø¢/, /i>/, /u>/, /øy/, /Y/). For both ‘same’ and
‘differing’ vowels mean percent correctly classified speaker group
is indicated. A successful normalization procedure should have a
mean percent correct classifications close to 50% (chance level)
for ‘same’ vowels and a high percent (close to 100%) for
‘differing’ vowels. The error percentages for ‘same’ vowels (i.e.,
the absolute deviation from 50% correct) and for ‘different’
vowels (i.e., the deviation from 100% correct) were weighted in a
2:1 proportion (since there are twice as many ‘same” vowels,
yielding the weighted mean classification error. The normalization
procedures are then rank-ordered along this parameter.

Again, taking the untransformed data as the baseline (i.e.,
transformation procedure 1), there is only one normalization pro-
cedure that yields better results, viz. number 5, which is the
Gerstman’s endpoint normalization performed on raw F1 and F2 in
hertz.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study we examined the potential of various intrinsic and
extrinsic vowel normalization procedures applied to either raw F1

and F2 as well as to specific (weighted) combinations of formant
values, with or  without prior psychophysical scaling (i.e., Bark-
transformation) for reducing speaker-individual variation without
destroying phonetically relevant vowel quality differences between
two regionally different varieties of a language, i.e., Dutch.
Results show that generally extrinsic procedures perform better at
reducing speaker-specific variance within the groups, but some of
this procedures also differentiate between vowels that expert’s did
not mark as perceptually different in the two varieties. For
choosing the best transformation/representation combination there
are two criteria. First how well does a procedure reduce the
between-speaker variance, while keeping the vowel types well
separated. Second, in so far as cognate vowel types in the two
language varieties have an audibly different phonetic quality (as
determined by expert listeners) the normalization procedure
should maintain (or even enhance) these differences, i.e., should
yield a better identification of regional speaker  group.

Expectedly, the results of the Manova procedure and the
LDA’s performed on the subset of monophthongs converge in
showing that Lobanov’s straightforward z-transformation applied
to raw F1 and F2 values expressed in hertz reduces speaker-
individual variation within vowel types best. Gerstman’s endpoint
normalization, again applied to F1 and F2 in hertz, is a good
second. The quality differences between the cognate vowels in the
two varieties were best reflected by Gerstman’s procedure, the
only transformation, in fact, that was superior to no transformation
at all. Weighing these two criteria equally, the results indicate that
Gerstman’s endpoint normalization is the most suitable approach
for our type of application, i.e., acoustic description of regiolectal
and/or sociolectal variation in a language.

It comes as a surprise that all normalization procedures
involving psychophysical scaling (Bark transformation) yield
poorer results than the untransformed baseline condition. Also,
weighing the higher formants (F3, F4) in a more complex correlate
of vowel backness (i.e. F2`) does not lead to any improvement over
raw F2. These considerations lead to the conclusion that extrinsic

normalization should be applied to the raw hertz measurements of
F1 and F2. Intrinsic normalization and/or psychophysical scaling
maybe applied in a later stage so as to obtain a representation of
the vowel space that optimally reflects auditory distances, but not
with the goal to further reduce between-speaker variability.

Finally, we should keep in mind that we worked only with
same-gender speakers (women). The results of the various speaker
normalizing procedures could deviate from the present findings
when speech from male speakers is included in the data set.
Differences in vocal tract length could cause some normalizations
to perform more poorly [6] but lead to the improvement of others
(e.g. Bark transformations and F1 minus F0).
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